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To create meaningful and lasting engagement, ABC 
developed a toolkit with three components: (1) the In It 
Together Game; (2) the Community Resilience Investment 
Decision-Making Tool; and (3) the ABC Equity Checklist. 
This toolkit is designed to help both agency staff and 
residents evaluate adaptation strategies through the 
lenses of resilience, equity, and financial feasibility. 
These tools will live on long past the Bay Area Challenge, 
continuing to educate residents and spark conversations 
about solutions to the Estuary’s environmental 
vulnerabilities.

In It Together

The In It Together Game is a serious game that brings 
stakeholders together around a map of the Estuary to 
cooperatively explore adaptation strategies, weigh their 
tradeoffs, and achieve greater local resilience. This game 
was designed by students at CCA, led by Janette Kim. 

The aim of the game is to educate and spark 
conversations about how climate change impacts Estuary 
neighborhoods. Players represent diverse communities 
and agencies within the Estuary, each with unique goals 
to build long-term resilience and meet immediate-term 
needs. In each round, they take turns placing adaptation 
pieces (e.g., living levees, tidal ponds, greenways, high-
density housing) on the map, paying for these actions with 
in-game currency. As the rounds advance, so too does 
flooding, taxing players if flood waters reach unprotected 
buildings or infrastructure. Players can compete 
or collaborate to realize a win-lose outcome if they 
individually accomplish their goals or achieve a win-win 
solution if they collectively score all available ‘Collective 
Resilience Points.’ See Appendix E for the complete set of 
game instructions.

ABC Toolkit

Higher Ground Leadership Workforce Development Team preparing to play the Game
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Throughout the Bay Area Challenge, ABC has co-created, 
played, and refined In It Together with agency and 
community representatives. We played the game during 
PWG meetings to help refine the adaptation strategies 
outlined in this report. We also took it into the field to 
play with CBOs like East Oakland Collective, Higher 
Ground, and passersby at the BART Coliseum station. 
In the coming months, we will continue to fine-tune the 
game and conduct train-the-trainer sessions to help 
neighborhood advocates and agency staff incorporate it 
into their planning processes.

Community Resilience Investment Decision-
Making Tool

Communities around the Estuary have limited 
resources to invest in climate adaptation while also 
meeting other critical local needs. Recognizing the 
importance of maximizing not only the financial, but 
also the social and environmental co-benefits of new 
infrastructure investments, many places across the 
country and internationally are using triple bottom line 
(TBL) approaches. TBL methods measure the tradeoffs 
between different policy options to maximize scarce 
resources and realize interrelated financial, social, and 
environmental goals. City agencies and public utilities 
have commonly used these tools to help prioritize 
investment decisions. However, they are less frequently 
created specifically for community-driven planning or for 
projects that span jurisdictional boundaries.

Improving on previous TBL examples, our team developed 
the Community Resilience Investment Decision-Making 
Tool. This adaptable framework helps users evaluate the 
social, environmental, financial, and governance co-
benefits of different investment choices. Working with 
agency and community representatives through our 
PWG meetings, we co-created a tailored set of criteria 
and indicators that can be used to evaluate adaptation 
strategies around the Estuary. These metrics elevate the 
importance of collaborative governance approaches and, 
in doing so, encourage a more equitable path forward 
for decision-making. Furthermore, community groups 
and public agencies can refine and adapt this tool as their 
resilience, equity, and environmental goals evolve.

In Section 4.2, we use the Community Resilience 
Investment Decision-Making Tool to evaluate our team’s 
overall design concept for an Estuary Commons. 
Additionally, Appendix F details the criteria, indicators, 
and metrics for the tool, along with additional criteria that 
users can employ based on their unique priorities and 
goals.

ABC Equity Checklist

During the research phase, we developed our Equity 
Checklist as a tool to help residents document their 
investment priorities. This checklist drew on resources 
such as the Bay Area Regional Health Inequities 
Framework (built environment indicators related 
to health outcomes), APEN’s “Investment without 
Displacement” guidelines (anti-displacement and 
affordable housing), and the Greenlining Framework 
(equitable transportation investments). We also asked 
equity advisors from the Resilient By Design Research 
Advisory Committee to review and refine the checklist. 
The full ABC Equity Checklist can be found in Appendix G.

During the design phase, we learned that East Oakland 
CBOs had also developed an equity checklist focused on 
economic equity, social inclusion in decision-making, and 
community health. An Oakland City Council resolution 
in June 2015 recognized this checklist as part of its 
recommendations for adopting Priority Conservation 
Area Number 35 for Oakland Urban Greening. We 
see the ABC Equity Checklist complementing or being 
integrated into the checklist produced by East Oakland 
CBOs. Together, these tools can more extensively 
capture neighborhood priorities when evaluating future 
investments and negotiating community benefits.
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Appendix E

In It Together Game Instructions



In It Together
A Sea Level Rise 

Adaptation Board Game.

THE GAME
Background: Imagine that seas have risen 3-6 feet above 
today’s level, but no efforts have been made to adapt. 
Homes are flooding with polluted groundwater, sewers are 
backing up, and many industrial businesses will need to be 
abandoned. The Oakland Airport and Oakland Coliseum are 
almost completely submerged, I-880 and Amtrak are no lon-
ger functioning in this area, and the BART station is inacces-
sible. Due to these losses, the local municipal tax base and 
investment capability is declining. These enormous threats 
also add to challenges communities face every day, such as 
access to affordable housing, stable jobs, and a healthy en-
vironment. What can we do instead? How can we make our 
communities more resilient? 

Objectives: 8 Players—called Stakeholders—represent di-
verse communities and agencies in the Estuary. Each Stake-
holder has unique Goals that build long-term resilience and 
meet immediate-term needs. Players can decide whether to 
play competitively and/or cooperatively at any point through-
out the game, to reach one of three possible outcomes: 

• Win-Lose: If you accomplish all of your selected goals, 
you win!
• Win-Win: If Stakeholders together score all available 
“Collective Resilience Points,” you all win!
• Lose-Lose: If floods reach 66,” and all zones have un-
protected buildings or infrastructure, you all lose.
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RULES
Stakeholders: Pick a Stakeholder Card, which defines 
your Goals. You can be the City of Oakland, East Oakland 
Residents, Alameda, the Airport, Developers, Transportation, 
wildlife or Utilities. You are encouraged to choose an iden-
tity that’s different from your real-world one and to get into 
character.

Adaptation Pieces: You can complete Goals and score 
Collective Resilience Points by purchasing as many Adapta-
tion Pieces as you’d like and placing them on the board. A 
piece can go: 

• Anywhere it fits into any vacant (white) site in any Zone.
• In a non-vacant site only with permission from the 
Stakeholder who has jurisdiction over that Zone, for any 
cost or favor you can negotiate.

Currency: You will start the game with 5 Coins, and get 5 
more at the start of each round.

Voting: Some Adaptation Pieces require a majority vote 
among all Stakeholders before they can be used. You all 
have 1 vote each per proposal. 

Flooding: The board shows anticipated flooding due to Sea 
Level Rise and rising Groundwater. If a flood reaches unpro-
tected buildings or infrastructure that you are responsible 
for protecting, pay 3 Coins to the bank. Remove 1 Collective 
Resilient Point per category for every Zone that is adversely 
affected.
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Living Levee

Levee 

Living Levee 
Loop

ADAPTATION PIECES 

Pond

Waterproof Existing Homes

Managed Retre
at

Pump 

4 mechanical water pumps. Use this anywhere to 
protect the area inside this circle from Ground-
water Flooding. Must pay 2 Gold Bars per round 
for maintenance and energy costs.

Tidal Pond

A set of four ponds. Place next to waterway to 
protect any other structures (e.g. landscape, 
building, or infrastructure) paired with it against 
Groundwater Flooding and SLR up to 66.” 

Waterproof Existing 
Homes

Waterproof Existing Buildings in 1 city block, thus 
supporting Affordable Housing/Ownership 
(20) 
 
Managed Retreat 
Program

Relocates Tenants/Owners (20 units) from 1 city 
block to an area outside of the neighborhood 
unless paired with new affordable housing.

see also: 
880 Tunnel (Connect) 

Tide Gate

A set of four one-way gates. Place at 36” 
SLR Overtopping Sites to protect-adjacent 
areas from SLR up to 36” (not Groundwater 
Flooding).

Levee

A grey infrastructure embankment. Place at 66” 
SLR Overtopping Sites to protect inland from SLR 
up to 66” (not Groundwater Flooding).  

Living Levee 

A 28-acre landscape and embankment. Place at 
66” SLR Overtopping Sites to protect inland from 
SLR up to 66” (not Groundwater Flooding). 

Living Levee Loop

A ring of parks and levees equivalent to 9 Living 
Levees.
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880 Tunnel
Urban Park

Wildlife Habitat

G.I.

CONNECT GROW

Bike Grid

Greenway

Urb Ag

880 Tunnel: 

Buried Highway in a tunnel w/ filtration system to 
improve air quality.

Bike Grid: 

Bike Path and Bike Share system, supports 
Entrepreneurship (2) and Jobs (10).

Greenway:

Green path or boardwalk for bikes and pedestri-
ans, creates Jobs (10).

Urban Park:

8-acre recreational landscape, creates Jobs (10) 
and reduces rainwater runoff.

Wildlife Habitat: 

8-acre wildlife refuge, such as a wetland; get 1 
extra Environmental Resilience Point if it’s by a 
waterway

Rain Garden/
Green Infrastructure: 

4-acre landscape network for water capture and 
treatment, creates Jobs (20)

Urban Agriculture: 

4-acre farm, supports Entrepreneurship (2), 
creates Jobs (20)

• See also: Living Levee + Estuary Park Loop 
(Protect)
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0 1 1 2
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0 2 1 0
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0 1 1 0
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+ majority vote
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SUPPORT ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Micro

      Grid

School/Job

Retail/
Grocery

CREATE JOBS

Stadium

Aerotropolis

Build Housing (Market Rate)

Med Density

Housing

High 
Density
Housing

Stadium

v

New sports stadium, creates Jobs (80)

Aerotropolis

Satellite Airport terminal, creates Jobs (120). 
Place next to AirBART station.

Unicorn Tech Campus 

Company Headquarters, creates Jobs (120)

Logistics Warehouse

Facility for shipping/storage, creates Jobs (20)

See also: Greenway (Connect) + Urban Park 
+ Rain Garden/Green Infrastructure + Urban 
Agriculture (Grow) + all (Entrepreneurship)

Medium Density 
Housing

4-5 story Housing (20 units)

High Density Housing

8-10 story Housing (40 units) 

Microgrid:

Local energy system with solar and wind power 
sources, supports Entrepreneurship (5), and 
creates Jobs (10)

Schools/Job Training:

Supports Entrepreneurship (5), and creates 
Jobs (20)

Retail/Grocery Store: 

Supports Entrepreneurship (5), and creates 
Jobs (20)

Small Business 
Incubator: 

Start-up assistance, supports Entrepreneurship 
(5), and creates Jobs (20)

See also Urban Agriculture (Grow)
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SUPPORT AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
AND LOCAL OWNERSHIP

FORM ALLIANCES

Accessory Dwellin
g Units

Community Land Trust

Mandatory
Inclusionary Zoning

Eco-District

Tenant Protection

P
Public Benefits
Zoning 

Public Benefits Zoning 
Policy: 

Any time a player places a piece in this zone, the 
Stakeholder who has jurisdiction over that Zone 
gets 1coin.

Eco-District:

District-scale energy network, allows each player 
in this district to purchase 2 Microgrids for the 
price of1. 

Collective 
Ownership
Any time two players invest 
in an adaptation piece together, they earn 1 
resilience point.

Other:
Any player can propose 
any policy at any time.

Accessory Dwelling 
Units: 

New housing added to existing units, to provide 
additional income source and support Afford-
able/Ownership (10)

Community Land Trust: 

Collectively owned land with Affordable/Owner-
ship (20) units.
 
Mandatory Inclusionary 
Zoning Policy: 

Requires future investors (in the area defined by 
this policy) to pay an additional 1 gold bar per 10 
units to create 5 new Affordable/Owner-Occu-
pied (1/2x) units

Tenant Protection 
Policy:

Doubles existing and future Affordable/Own-
ership (2x) units (in the area defined by this 
policy).

see also: Retrofit/Waterproof + Managed Retreat
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This game explores how diverse communities around San 
Leandro Bay (the Estuary) can work together to build 
greater resilience to sea level rise.

We hope you will use this game to educate and spark dialog. 
The game illustrates how climate change will impact our 
neighborhoods. It explores how adaptation strategies like 
living levees or affordable housing can make communities 
resilient to challenges both immediate and long-term. As 
a decision-making tool, as well, it can help community 
members, advocates, and agencies understand each others’ 
goals and find creative ways to work together. 

This game was produced by the All Bay Collective, a group of locally based and globally experienced 
professionals, academics, students, and policymakers who created designs and planning tools for 
the Estuary as part of the Resilient by Design Challenge. This game was designed by students at 
California College of the Arts led by Janette Kim: Shahad Alamoudi, Marwan Barmasood, Georgia 
Came, Denisse Correa Guerra, Alli Foronda, Eric Fura, Francisco Garcia, Jessica Grinaker, Fathmath 
Isha, Lori Martinez, Jennifer Pandian and Sabrina Schrader. For copies and questions, please contact 
janettekim@cca.edu. 
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STAKEHOLDER CARD 

The City of Oakland 

Goals: Complete 2 to win! (You are required to complete the pre-checked box, 
but others are at your discretion). If another player accomplishes the same goal, it 
counts for you too!

Protect (or relocate) all buildings in the Coliseum and East Oakland Zones from up 
to 66” of sea level rise and groundwater flooding.
Grow any new landscape (20 acres) in the East Oakland Zone to improve air quality. 
Create Jobs (120 jobs) and tax income by building 1 big destination facility (e.g. 
Stadium, Aertropolis, Tech Campus) in the Coliseum Zone.
Build Housing (40 units) within Coliseum and East Oakland Zones.
Form Alliances, and get re-elected (receive majority vote of all other Stakeholders 
on your re-election in Round 2)

Zone: Coliseum Zone
You have jurisdiction over this zone. Another Stakeholder can only place an Adapta-
tion Piece in an occupied site in your zone with your permission, and for any cost or 
favor you can negotiate.

In It Together

A Sea Level Rise Adaptation Board
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e

STAKEHOLDER CARD 

East Oakland Residents

Goals: (Complete 3 to win!) If another player accomplishes the same goal, it counts 
for you too!

Connect 1 school, the shoreline and the BART Station using bike lanes, green infra-
structure, or greenway.
Grow any new landscape (20 acres) in the East Oakland Zone to improve air quality. 
Support Entrepreneurship (15 entrepreneurs) and access to fresh food by building 
3 grocery store/retail stores.
Support Entrepreneurship (25 entrepreneurs) anywhere on the board.
Support Affordable Housing and Local Ownership (50 households)

Zone: East Oakland Zone
You have jurisdiction over this zone. Another Stakeholder can only place an Adapta-
tion Piece in an occupied site in your zone with your permission, and for any cost or 
favor you can negotiate.

In It Together

A Sea Level Rise Adaptation Board
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